2 TRAVEL & INDULGENCE
ARMCHAIR TRAVELLER
● The Amazing Race: Brazil is the destination for
the 11 daring teams in this season 13 starter but it’s
not all salty sunshine and cocktails on Rio’s
Copacabana Beach; contestants must spend the night
at a military base in the jungle near Salvador. Tonight,
6.30pm, Arena ● Chimps: The chimpanzees found in
eastern Senegal are forest dwellers and spend most of
their day on the ground; these accessible circumstances
provide laboratory-like conditions for researchers to
study their behaviour. The verdict? Nearly human.
Sunday, 6pm, Nat Geo Wild.

WHAT IN THE WORLD
● The cabin crew of bankrupt budget Spanish airline
Air Comet have produced a nude calendar to publicise
their battle to recoup lost wages; flight attendants are
featured in various suggestive mile-high poses,
including a female employee stretched out on a jet
engine clad only in an emergency flotation vest ● If
you’re a fan of telly property guru Kirstie Allsopp, then
she could be in residence at her nearby country home
when you book into one of the self-contained cottages
at Hembury Court near Broadhembury in east Devon
(hemburycourt.co.uk); readers Christine and Mark
Ewing are full of praise for the ‘‘immaculately clean’’
accommodation ● InterContinental Sydney
(sydney.intercontinental.com) is inviting kids to get
messy while their parents dine at the hotel’s Cafe
Opera; the cute promotion is valid on weekends
through April and involves free cupcake decorating
and cookie-making classes in Cafe Opera’s kitchens for
would-be chefs aged five to 12 ● Fiji’s Outrigger on the
Lagoon (outriggerfiji.com) has launched a Meimei
Nanny Service package that provides four consecutive
days of personalised care for children two to 12; the
offer covers up to eight hours a day for the equivalent of
about $135, or just over $4 an hour; this popular Coral
Coast resort features purpose-built Plantation Family
Bures, a great kids’ club and arguably Fiji’s best spa
complex ● Author Susan Mitchell will run a
three-day writers’ workshop from May 2 to 4 at Peppers
Springs Retreat & Spa in Hepburn Springs near
Melbourne. The classes will focus on writing memoirs
and family histories; $563 a person twin-share or
$771 single, including workshops, accommodation,
breakfasts, morning and afternoon teas and dinner
on the first night.
Susan Kurosawa

ACCESSORY OF THE WEEK

SONY’S Cyber-shot TX5 is water, dust and freeze
proof: the perfect camera for tricky climates and
terrains. The lightweight camera will withstand drop
shocks from a height of 1.5m and temperatures as
low as minus 10C. In silver, black, pink and red, it has
10.2 megapixels and 4x optical zoom lens. $599.
More: sony.com.au.
Cassandra Murnieks
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Book your
holiday
in advance
SUSAN KUROSAWA
DEPARTURE LOUNGE

IS it a good idea for couples to go
on a flop-and-drop holiday, which
appears to be the tourism industry’s phrase du jour for resort
breaks? Garrison Keillor, writing
in The Chicago Tribune, contends
that it is particularly perilous for a
chap to sally forth with the missus
(Departure Lounge is paraphrasing madly here) on an expedition
that includes a lot of (Lounge’s
expression) ‘‘we time’’.
‘‘Men are not good at vacationing, any more than beavers like to
play board games or whippets are
good at caring for small children,’’
Keillor sums up. Many couples are
so busy in their working and parenting (or grandparenting) lives
that it’s rare for them to spend time
together that is not defined by
office talk, child issues, home
renovations, all the stuff that consumes our existence. How slightly
scary that twosomes should find
themselves in a new environment
and be forced to rediscover the art
of conversation and possibly, as
Keillor warns, ‘‘launch into a discussion of their marriage, and this,
as you ought to know by now, is
never a good idea’’.
Mr Lounge, thankfully, is wont
to be equipped at any time with at
least 20 crime novels, many sporting blood-dripping daggers on
their covers. Lounge is pleased he
doesn’t sleepwalk with a murder-

ous implement about his pyjamas
and she is grateful he is not given
to that primeval male hundredyard stare thing of searching far
horizons for woolly mammoths or
a hint of team sport. ‘‘A man on a
chaise longue is a man plotting his
next book, planning the hostile
takeover, imagining how he will
move swiftly through the booji
grass and bring down the wily
wildebeest,’’ writes Keillor. Mr
Lounge is no such creature,
because he spends all his holiday
time reading.
Lounge intersperses her book
immersions with a lot of swimming, which doesn’t suit Mr
Lounge quite so much as he grew
up in Melbourne and cannot be
convinced that water could ever be
anything but icy, even when it is
masquerading as a plunge pool
strewn with frangipani petals.
Lounge may mutter that she
holidayed as a child in a woollen
swimsuit at Brighton, England,
where even the seagulls had consumptive coughs, and may trill
that the resort pool’s water is so
warm she is being lightly poached.
‘‘I’ll swim later, dear,’’ he’ll reply. ‘‘I
am presently caught in a snowstorm in South Dakota with Jack
Reacher and a vulnerable female
police witness.’’
He waves this Lee Child novel
at Lounge as she floats off on a Lilo
with Paul Theroux, who has spirited her to Calcutta, both as novelist and himself, appearing in a
vignette in A Dead Hand. Lounge
wants to ask her chap what he
thinks of writers putting their real
selves into fiction; is it a monumental act of vanity for Theroux’s
lead character, travel writer Jerry
Delfont, to be sitting in the garden
of the Fairlawn Hotel chatting to
the more famous author Paul
Theroux? Lounge can’t decide and

PAUL NEWMAN
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Mr Lounge is not in a mood to be
bothered, given he is now newly
engaged with serial killers in
Christchurch, courtesy of New
Zealander Paul Cleave’s grisly
latest. She broaches the Theroux
dilemma again later but speedreader Mr Lounge has skipped to
Los Angeles and is hanging out
with private eyes Joe Pike and
Elvis Cole. No matter; Lounge is a
slow reader but she has time on her
hands and so has flown to New
York and plunged into a 9/11
puzzle courtesy of Kirsten
Tranter’s accomplished debut
novel. Next she’s in the sure hands
of Michael Frayn in the old days of
London’s Fleet Street when ‘‘journalists worked at a gentlemanly
pace . . . and possessed the aston-

ishing ability to drink until the
floor tipped and still write 1000
words on the shocking decline in
standards of behaviour’’.
After her regulation 20 laps the
following afternoon, Lounge
emerges in greenest county England with Major Ernest Pettigrew
(retired) and Pakistani shopkeeper Mrs Jasmina Ali, who are
forming an unlikely but thrilling
alliance in the face of snippy criticism from family and neighbours.
Major Pettigrew’s Last Stand is
quite the best romance novel she
has read in years and Mr Lounge is
kind enough to say he’ll devour it
one day, even though its cover features teapots.
The Lounges are old and singularly lacking in gadgetry about

their persons. For example, the
iPod was primarily invented, in
Lounge’s view, to give couples a
good reason not to tune into each
other. At our resort, there are
guests banging away on laptops,
chattering on mobile phones,
wired into iPods and appear to
have had small satellite dishes
implanted where their lugs used to
be; they are all refusing to make
eye contact with their partners.
The Lounges at least talk and
laugh like loons at mealtimes and
on their daily walks.
Lounge’s advice is to always
take as much holiday reading matter as you can fit into your tote bag,
and never the worthy stuff you are
vaguely worried you have never
read. James Joyce and Thomas

Hardy do not sit well with the
nerve-jangling universe of airport
terminals and delayed flights. And
never rely on resort libraries as all
you will find are picture-books
about Tibetan textiles or Dan
Brown in German. Many of you, of
course, will airily pop a Kindle in
your knapsack, which is perfectly
acceptable, until it falls into the
plunge pool.
Lounge’s recent resort reading
list, all recommended: A Dead
Hand by Paul Theroux, The Bee’s
Kiss by Barbara Cleverly, The Legacy by Kirsten Tranter, Major
Pettigrew’s Last Stand by Barbara
Simonson, The Double Comfort
Safari Club by Alexander McCall
Smith and Towards the End of the
Morning by Michael Frayn.
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A few extra dollars buy a tortured soul escape from airport purgatory
PATRICIA MOORE

IS there anything worse than a
long wait between flights? You’ve
come halfway around the world
but you’re only halfway home.
You’ve zipped from day to day,
night and sleep have vanished
between time zones, it’s too late for
a hotel but too early for tours and,
besides, you’re broke and exhausted. You’re suspended in airport
purgatory and deliverance via
your onward flight is an infinity of
empty hours away.
At 5am, Hong Kong International Airport is dead. The departure lounges are deserted, the

THE INCIDENTAL
TOURIST
shutters are down on the shops
and the corridors echo with the
creak of empty people movers.
I have 19 hours before my midnight flight.
I kill the first hour in the restroom, alone but for one hovering
cleaner, masked and gloved like a
surgeon. Outside, at 6am, the
Travelex booth is ablaze with
lights. A morning-fresh face
beams from behind the counter.

‘‘Would this be enough for a day
at HKIA?’’ I ask, sliding my last
euros across the counter. My
words hang foolishly in a long
silence. ‘‘That depends,’’ replies the
fresh-faced one, finally, ‘‘on what
you want to do.’’
‘‘Make friends, fall in love, build
a monument, something like Tom
Hanks in Terminal?’’ I gesture
vaguely down the concourse.
‘‘Yes!’’ she snaps with conviction
and counts out $HK500 ($70).
Behind us the shutters rattle up
on the bookshop. Good; nothing
like a bookshop to fill time. An
hour later with the store’s cheapest, fattest novel under my arm, I
headed for the mezzanine cafe.

Newspapers and laptops open
around me as I slow-sip a latte with
an extra shot. Below, benches fill
with people, queues snake backwards from desks, the trickle in the
corridors swells to a stream and
buggies of uniformed airport staff
and airline crew zoom to and fro.
It is 9am and the airport is now
wide awake.
But I am ready for sleep. I head
for some sofas I spotted earlier but
they are all occupied. As miffed
now as Baby Bear, I take in six
slumbering forms.
Then, like Goldilocks, I zig-zag
through the airport, trying chair
after chair; first the red and yellow
tubs (too low), next the leather

buckets (too high) and then the
blue benches (too narrow). Finally,
I fall upon the lounges in the socalled ‘‘resting area’’. After an hour
my spine is curled like a question
mark (too hard).
I limp towards the distant dutyfree shops. The big fat book is dead
weight now.
Ahead, on a poster, a woman
smiles into a shower and below are
the magic words Travellers’
Lounge. I follow a trail of arrows to
the left.
Soon I am gazing through a
glass wall at glowing lamps and
deep armchairs where people are
dozing in stockinged feet. Beyond
them others browse at a buffet.

With my last dollars I buy salvation: a shower and 10 hours’
worth of unlimited buffet, internet
access and armchair usage.
At 11am I am that woman in the
poster. At midday I am one of
those browsers at the buffet.
At 2pm I sink into one of those
deep armchairs. It moulds itself
around me. Sleep comes swiftly.
It’s almost time to go now. My
flight is at the top of the departures
screen and deliverance is at hand.
Do not suffer. That’s my wellearned advice to any tortured soul
trapped in economy-class purgatory between planes.
Whatever it costs, buy your way
into the nearest travellers’ lounge.
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Bali base camp provides perfect peace at the heart of the action
Continued from Page 1

deejay evenings and jazz soirees.
Both open for lunch and dinner
but it’s at night that the garden
lighting and cocktail vibe elevate
the atmosphere; all the tables at
Metis have views but Sardine has a
front seating area with no ricefield
vista so it’s worth requesting a
terrace table when you book.
The large and sleek Metis also
has a gallery of antique pieces, a
patisserie and jewellery and accessories boutiques.
Will Meyrick, formerly of Sydney’s Longrain, has opened Sar-

ong at 19 Jalan Petitenget, also the
talk of new Bali town, with curries,
pan-Asian dishes and a tandoor
oven. He has assembled his
kitchen brigade in an unusual way,
hiring ‘‘an elderly lady who used to
run her own warung’’ for the Indonesian specialities, an expert in
making roti to make sure there is
authentic bread to accompany the
kormas and biryanis, and a murtabak street vendor who now conjures up these popular Indonesian
pancakes in the Sarong kitchens.
The restaurant opens only in
the evening and has a fabulously
over-the-top decor of big black

chandeliers, scores of candles and
swagged curtains, but its series of
rooms are open on all sides to the
scented flowers and chiming frogs
of the Balinese night. Meyrick will
open a ‘‘modern Australian
Chinese’’ restaurant, Porcelain, in
the neighbourhood by the end of
the year.
From lunch to little cakes: La
Lucciola (La Louche to those in the
know) on Jalan Petitenget at Seminyak (near The Legian resort) is
a bright and breezy thatched pavilion restaurant reached via Kaya
Ayu Beach or over a footbridge

from the car park. It’s very popular
for sunset cocktails and dinner but
the surf view at lunchtime (or late
breakfast), especially from the
second-storey tables, is fantastic.
A fresh pineapple juice, a salad
tossed with salmon and asparagus,
a blood orange granita: it’s all
rather perfect.
A totally different but most
enjoyable lunch experience is at
Sip at 16a Jalan Raya Seminyak,
which is pure French bistro at
night with its high slanted mirrors
and rows of twinkling wine bottles,
but during the day is an oasis of
calm amid the shops and Bintang
Market brouhaha. The table
d’hote menu (perhaps tuna
carpaccio, steak frites with green
salad and a warm apple tart) is
excellent value.
‘‘We don’t puree vegetables, the
vinegar is not balsamic and nothing is on a bed of something,’’ declares the menu. There are heavy
import duties on wine in Indonesia
but Sip boasts that its wines are
about 20 per cent cheaper than last
year and there are very sensibly
priced carafes of house drops.
Sip is so good, actually, that
both lunch and dinner here are
highly recommended.
Afternoon tea is a must at the
electic little Biku, which is also a
bookshop (look for vintage Rudyard Kipling and reprints of Asian
classics in the glass-fronted cases)
housed in a 150-year-old building
in the lavishly carved and highceilinged East Java style. The iced
teas (try the Biku Blend, served
with mint, starfruit and fresh wild
ginger flowers) are divinely cooling, there’s all-day breakfast and a
good lunch menu, but afternoon
refreshments are the highlight; the
ribbon sandwiches and date
scones with mango jam appear on
English tea-party cake-stands.

lent exchange rate of the Australian dollar against the rupiah,
massages and hand and feet treatments are cheap. Even using the
in-house spa service at Space at
Bali is inexpensive, with pedicures
and manicures, administered by
the pool in the relative cool of late
afternoon, at about $15 each or
one-hour massages for about $25.
Of course, after a late massage
one can barely summon the
energy for a sunset lemongrass
martini or pink squirrel at Ku De
Ta or Metis. But from Space at Bali
at least it’s a short hop from happy
inertia to happening action.

Classy Ku De Ta in Seminyak
Biku opened in 2008 at 888
Jalan Petitenget; the mismatched
chairs, sofas tucked into corners,
swiping ceiling fans and jars of
fresh flowers on each table create a
cheery atmosphere that’s as much
about relaxing as eating. There’s
free wireless internet so it’s a good
spot for some laptop lounging. The
owner is the former Jane Gillespie,
an Australian who married the
princely Tjokorda Raka Kerthyasa of Ubud in 1978; the couple
also own the Warwick Ibah Luxury Villas in Ubud and one of their
sons is a tea master, hence the list
at Biku of dozens of varieties of
fine blends, including such China
exotics as Phoenix Mountain and
Cloud and Mist.
Stop and shop: I would like to take
credit for the concept of Bali driveby shopping, which I perfected in
2006 at the height of the rainy
season. It was too wet to walk the
streets so I hired a car and driver
and off we crawled, parting the
water along Jalan Legian and

Will Meyrick’s Sarong restaurant
causing waves on the pavements.
If I saw something in a shop window that took my fancy, the driver
stopped and in I raced, wearing
Hello Kitty gumboots from the
markets. The weather should
never be an impediment for
serious shopping.
During this recent Bali trip, I
discover new favourite shops
using the drive-by method (and
thanks to Gede’s parking prowess). For faux-Venetian chandeliers and beautiful light fittings,
head for Alabaster. There are
Swarovski crystal lights and cheaper Chinese imitations; special
requests can be made to order.
I buy a six-arm contemporary
chandelier with black lampshades
and ruby-red beads (very boudoir)
for the equivalent of $320. It comes
to pieces and is easily portable.
For cute gift and homeware
items such as toile-patterned toiletries bags, air fresheners in shiny
silk pouches and snowy
embroidered bed linen, try Disini
at 6-8 Jalan Raya Seminyak;

almost next door is Vivacqua,
where the beaded purses and
handbags, bead-trimmed totes
and chunky necklaces are a steal.
Tasmaniac (tas means bag in
Bahasa Indonesian, says Gede) at
501 Jalan Raya Seminyak has
gorgeous ‘‘high-end leather’’
handbags and wallets that mimic
Hermes and Paul Smith, and are of
much better quality than found at
the markets. Lucy’s Batik at 88
Jalan Raya Basangkasa sells soft
and utterly beautiful throws, scarfs
and shawls.
Jalan Legian and Jalan Raya
Seminyak have their fair share of
tat shops. Who knew of the existence of such wondrous things as
batik-painted didgeridoos and
Burberry-print basketballs? There
are several shops that sell nothing
but bangles.
Little spas proliferate where for
about $8 you put your feet in a tank
and Turkish garra rufa (or doctor
fish) nibble at your toes and heels
and vacuum up the dead cells (not
for the ticklish); given the excel-

Susan Kurosawa was a guest of
Space at Bali.

Checklist
Space at Bali’s two-bedroom villas
are from $US300 to $US400
($326 to $435) a night, according
to the season, including all taxes,
transfers, breakfasts and
broadband access. Other meals,
garden barbecues (about $36 a
person; minimum four guests),
spa treatments, Indonesian
cooking classes, yoga
sessions and private touring
on request.
Guests can also order meals from
nearby restaurants and villa staff
will deliver and set up. The villas
are about 20 minutes from the
airport. More: spaceatbali.com.
Check Garuda’s 2010 Bali on
any Budget program for dozens of
villa options to suit couples,
families and extended
houseparties.
More: balionanybudget.com.au.
● kudeta.net
● sardinebali.com
● metisbali.com
● sarongbali.com
● sip-bali.com
● bikubali.com
● alabasterlighting-bali.com

